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UNITED STATES PATENTOFFICE. 
THADDEUS S. C. LOWE, OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. 

AIRSHIP. 

1,061,484. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented May13, 1913. 
Application filed April 6, 1910. Serial No. 553,870. 

To all whom it may concern : 
"Beit known that I, THADDEUs S. C. Lowe, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Los Angeles, in the county of Los Angeles 
and State of California, have inwented a 
new and useful Airship, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
This invention relates to the class of air 

ships that is dependent upon the use of 
a medium lighter than air contained in a 
suitable envelop for Suspension of the ship 
in the atmosphere. 
The main object of the present invention 

is to provide an air ship of this character 
haying maximum lifting effect for a given 
weight and dimensions. For lightness, the 
envelop for the gas or medium lighter than 
airis made of light fabric, such as silk, con 
tained in a suitable netting carrying the 
weight to be suspended, said envelop be 
ing distended by the pressure of the gas 
contained therein. The greatest contained 
Volume for a given weight of such material 
and also the greatest strength and stability 
of formis presented by a globular or spheri 
cal envelop and my invention is directed 
partly to the utilization of Such an envelop 
in such manner as not to interfere with the 
speed and stability of the vessel when used 
as a dirigible balloon oras a self-propelled 
air ship. In order to decrease the resist 
ance of the air to self-propelled air ships, 
the same have generally been made of elon 
gated form, but. such construction intro 
duces dificulty in maintaining the shape of 
the envelop, mecessitating special bracing 
and a?so an unsafe and Wasteful compres 
sion of the gas in order to produce the 
requisite distension of the envelop. 
Another object of the invention is to 

provide an air ship construction of the 
lighter-than-air type which will be stable 

i or capable of maintaining its shape under 
45 

50 

the conditions of wind pressure actually 
occurring in practice. 

A. further object of the invention is to | 
provide for maintaining operative condi 
tion of the envelop or gas envelop of the 
machine under varying conditions of at 
mospheric pressure, for example, under con- | 
siderable variations in height, such as will 
occur in practice. Owing to wariations in 
height of the ship or balloon and also waria 

tions in temperature of the gas therein due 
to efect of the Sun's rays, etc., there is 
liable to be great Variation in the volume 
Occupied by a given amount of gas, for 
example, in order to go three and Seven 
tenths miles above sea level in a balloon 
Without the loss of gas, the gas envelop or 
holder must not be inflated beyond *; 
Ofits capacity at Sea level, the atmospheric 
pressure at the height aforesaid being one 
half of that at sea level. Consequently it 
is n?cesSary that the gas envelop should 
not be completely filed, and as a conse 

i quence the lower portion of the gas envelo 
not being distended, is loose and in a co 
lap?ed form and liable to be pushed abowe 
by the air currents in a manner that is detri 
mental to steady and rapid progression of 
the ship through the air, irregularity of 
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form of this lower portion of the gas en 
velop and the irregular movements there 
of increasing the frictional resistanee. In 
this connection my invention is directed to 
providing a Smooth exterior to the lower 
portion of the gas envelop irrespective of 
the amount of distention of the gas envelop 
itself. For this purpose I provide an outer 
Casing in the form of an inverted cone at 
tached to the gas envelop at its upper end 
and to a concentrating ring at its lower end. 

A. further object of the invention is to 
dispense with the mecessity of discharg 
ing either ballast or gas in prowiding for 
the usual raising or lowering of the air 
ship in the atmosphere. 
Another object of the invention is to 

provide in connection with such an air 
ship, means for facilitating its use by the 
Occupants for prolonged periods by provid 
ing the requisite facilities for cooking, heat 
ing, etc. 

A. further object of the invention is to 
provide improved means for carrying the 
fuel for propulsion of the air ship and for 
utilizing Such carrying means, for holding 
balast after the fuel is exhausted there 
from. * 

A. further object of the invention is to 
provide means for utilization of electricity 
collected from the atmosphere in the move 
ment of the vessel. 
Another object of the invention is to 

provide for the carrying away of such elec 
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tricity, if necessary, to a lower strata of air 
; the earth in order to avoid injury to the 
Shlp. * 

A. further object of the invention is to 
provide in Such connection means for the 
utilization of the electricity in the produc 
tion of rain. 
The invention further comprises a wire 

the air ship. 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide an air ship with a car or passenger ves 
sel adapted to travel on the water in case the 
ship should descend into a body of water, 
which not only is important as a safeguard 
in case of accident butalso extends the range 
of usefulness of Such a ship in enablingit to 
travel either upon the water or in the air, 
as desired. i 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide means whereby the air ship can be used 
to advantage in fishing operations. 

A. further object of the invention is to 
provide improved means for anchoring the 
airship while over bodies of Water. 

| Other objects of the invention will appear 
hereinafter. , . The accompanying drawings illustrate the 
invention, and referring thereto: Figure 1 
isa side elevation of the air ship. Fig. 2 is 
a detail section of one of the combined fuel 

less telegraph apparatus in connection with | 

and ballast tanks. Fig: 3 is a longitudinal, 
vertical section through the lower portion 
of the air ship showing the internal con 
struction of the passenger carrier or vessel. 
Fig. 4 is a perspective showing the use of 
the air ship and the apparátus carried there 
by for the production of rain. Fig. 5 is a 

i side elevation showing the application of 
the invention in connection with fishing op 
erations. Fig. 6 lis, a diagrammatic view 
showing the system of electrical conductors 
for collecting atmospheric electricity. Fig. 
7 is a vertical section of the heating and 
cooking means. Fig. 8 is a vertical section 

i of the valve for release of gas from the gas 

i 50 

envelop. 
* 1 designates the gas envelop or body of 

the balloon or envelop which may have a 
tapering or funnel-shaped lower portion 1 
and is provided with an inclosing netting 2 

i from which the passenger vessel 3 is sus 
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pended by flexible suspension means 4: con 
nected to or passing through a concentrat 
ing ring 5 drawing them relatively close to 
gether and extending downward?y there 
from for connection to the top of the vessel 
3. The valve shown in Fig. 9 is provided at 
the top of the gas envelop consisting of a 
cup-shaped member 8 of Wood ora?uminum 
normally held against the Seat 9 by springs 
9, said valve member being slidablymount 
ed by a rod 15 working in a fixed guide on 
Said Seat, and saidiseat having ports 9” 
covered by a protecting dome 16, a cord 8 

| as a whole. / 
formed with a hull portion 7 adapted to ride 
on or floatin Water and means are provided 

the water. 

P/ holesor openings 4". 
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being connected to said valve member 8 and 
extending down to the vessel 3 for con 
Venient operation of Said valve when it is 
desired to allow escape of gas from the en 
velop. - 
All the above described parts of the valve 

are preferably made of wood or aluminum 
for the sake of lightness. 
A protecting casing 6 of sail cloth orlight 

canvas in the form of an inverted cone is at 
tached atits upper end to the netting 2 
Somewhat below the greatest diameter of the 
balloon and extends downward?y around or 
in contactwith the flexible suspensio? means 
4 nearly to the contracting ring 5 so, as to 
present a substantially Smooth and regular 
Surface on the outside and leaving the neck 
or funnel portion 17 of the gas envelop free 
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to collapse, as indicated in Fig.3, while pre 
Serving the regular contour of the envelop 

The vessel 3 is preferably 

whereby said vessel may be propelled either 
by action on the atmosphere or by action on 

The atmospheric propelling 
means may consist of a propeller or fan 10 
mounted on a shaft 11 extending longitudi 
nally of th? vessel and journaledin bearings 
thereon, saidshaft being, for example, con 
nected to be driven directly by an engine 12 
which may be an internal combustion en 
gIne. 
Another propeller 13 may be provided 

mounted on a shaft 14 having uniwersal joint 
connection with shaft 11 aforesaid and 
adapted to either swing into horizontal or 
vertical position, whereby said propeller or 
fan 13 may be used either for forward pro 
pulsion or for raising or lowering the ves 
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sel. In order to propel the vessel in water, 
a supplementary propeller 17 may be pro 
vided mounted on a shaft 18 driven by a 

i supplementary engine 19 or if desired by a 
belt connection 20 with the shaft 11 afore 
Said. The vessel 3 is shown as comprising 
several stories ordecks, 21, 22, 23, the upper 
deck being, for example, an observation 
deck, the next deck 22 being used as a living 
room, the lower deck 23, being used as a 
smoking room, stairways, indicated at 26, 
being provided between the Severaldecks. 
The main deck 24 may be extended beyond 
the housing 25 inclosing the cabin. A. rud 
der 27 in the form of a sail is provided at 
the rear end of the vessel 3 above the upper 
deck 23, said rudder being pivotally sup 
ported on a mast 27' and connected to the 
tiller or pilot wheel 28, this upper deck be 
ing preferably used as an instrument room 
and pilot room, and being partially covered 
by the conical casing 4 provided with port 
Means are provided formaintaining sub 

stantially constant the bulk of gas contained, 
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in the gas envelop 1: irrespective of the va 
* 0 0 , , ? riations in external or in internal tempera 

ture, and for this purpose pipes 30, 31 extend 
up into the gas envelop from the vessel 3 

5 and communicate with a coil 33 in the casing 
* 34 in the lower cabin or hull of the vessel.? 
pump or blower 35 being connected in Said 
pipes for producing. circulation through Said 
coil so asto draw the gas from the gas en 
velop and return it to the gas envelop. A, 
pipe 36 connected with the exhaust 37 of the 

i gas engine extends into said Casing and an 
outlet 38 is provided therefrom so that the 
said exhaust may be caused to traverse said, 
casing to heat the coil 33 in Such manner as 
to warm the gases taken from and returned 
to the gas envelop 1 to compensate for cool 
ing of the said gas by reason of exposure to 
external cold orto compensate for decreased 

| 10 

20 O p Sureasin descending to a comparativelylow 
lewel. It is also desirable to provide for 
cooling the gas within the gas envelop, for 

- example, in case the same is subjected to 
25 undue heating by the solar rays or other 

| cause. For this purpose a blower orexhaust 
indicated at 40 is provided driven by suit 

| able driving connections 41, and adapted to 
force or draw air through the casing 34 to 
cool the contents of the coil 33 therein so as 
to maintain a substantially constant temper 
ature in the contents of the gas envelop ir 
respective of the exposure of said ehvelop 
to such heating influences. A valve 42 may 

30 
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nection to the casing 34 when said. casing i 
to be used for cooling the gas as stated. An 
exhaust connection 43 may also be made to 
a casing:44 (see Fig, 7) haying an asbestos 

40 lining 45, and provided with an Outer con *nection 46 and with a movable cover 47, Said 
| casingbeing adapted to be used as a cooking 

| and heating stowe. 
| cooling the gas in the envelop directly, the 

45 same effect may be produced by heating or 
cooling the airin the space between thelower 
extension 17 of the gas envelop and the 
outer casing 6, communicating means for 
this purposebeing indicated at 30' in dotted 

i 50 lines in Fig. 3 
The invention further provides an im 

proved fuel storage means consisting of one 
or more vessels or tanks indicated at 48 in 

| Fig, 2 adapted to contain liquid fuel, said 
55 tank being provided with an outer pipe or 

| * connection 50 extending to the lower por 
tion thereof and connected by a flexible pipe 
51 with the fuel supply means for the en 
gines 12 and 19, anotherflexible pipe 53 be: 

i 60 ing connected to aninlet. 54 at the top of 
said tank whereby compressed air may be 
forced into saidtank to force the liquid fuel, 
for example, gasolene, out from the tank 48 

| and to the fuel supply meansfor the engine. 
65 Said tanks 48 are suspended by means of 

wolume thereof by increase of external pres 

be provided for turning of the exhaust con 

Instead of heating or. 

i 8 

flexible suspensions or. cables 55 whereby 
the same may be lowered into a body of 
water, in case the vessel is passing oversuch 
a body, to relieve the vessel of the weight of 
the fuel The tank 48 is also preferably 
provided with an inlet valve 56 in its bot 
tom held to closed position by a spring 57, 

70 

a screw cap 58 being provided to tightly 
close this imlet connection when the tank is 
used for fuel. When the tank 48 has been 
exhausted of fuel, said screw cap may be 
removed therefrom, and by then lowering 
the tank into a body of water, a valve 56 is 
caused to open allowing the ta?k to be filled 
with water which may be used as ballast for 
the yessel and for anyother purpose desired. 
Means are provided for collecting atmos 

pheric electricity generated by the móve 
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ment of the vessel through the air or by the 
contact of the vessel with a highly charged 
portion of the atmosphere, for example, the 
clouds, Such means comprising conductors 
in the form of fine wires 60 (see Fig. 5) ex 
tending from the concentrating ring 5 up 
wardly along the cone portion 6, said, con 
ductors being connected by a wire 61 to the 
storage battery 62, the other side of which 
is connected by a wire 63 depending from 
the vessel to make contact with the earth 
or with a lower stratum of the atmosphere, 
said, wire 63 being preferably provided with 
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a brush or antennae 64 at its lower end, 
whereby the electric energy absorbed by the 
conductors 60 from the atmosphere is stored 
in the battery 62 and may be utilized for 
lighting or other purposes. The elec 
tricity. So, generated or collected may aso 

100 

be utilized for the production of rain, asin 
dicated at Fig: 4, where 66 indicates a con 
ductor suspended from the vessel and con 
nected to a spark gap means 67. The other 
electrode is connected by a connector 68 to 
a grounding brush or means 69 whereby 
Sparks orelectrical discharges of high ten 
sion may be produced in a'cloudor stratum 
of considerable humidity for producing pre 

| cipitation. 
The invention further comprises a wire 

less telegraph equipment, the antennae of 
which are indicated at 70, one end thereof 
being connected to the vessel 3 and the other 
end to the cone portion 6, thereby utilizing 
the structure of the cone in place of a mast, 
Said antenne being connected to the usual sending and receivingapparatus, not shown. 
As shown in Fig. 6 the air ship may be 

used infishing operations by the provision 
of a fishing net indicated at: 78 suspended 
from the vessel 3 by means of a cable 74 ex 
tending to the forward end of the net and 
a cable 75 extending to the rear end thereof, 
said net being funnel-shaped or forwardly 
filaring So that as it is drawn through the 
water the fish will be caught therein. In 
this connection the use of an airship pass 
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ing at a considerable height over thé water 
has the advantage over a vessel immersed 
in the water for the reason that by reason 
of Said height and of the lack of disturbance 
of the Surface of the water, it is possible for 
persons in the air ship to detect the pres 
ence of fish at a considerable distance belowi 
the water so as to utilize the net in the 
most advantageousmanner. 

In place of the net shown at '73 in Fig: 6, 

|fro? and a protecting fi?xible casing Secured 
| to said gasenvelop or netting covering the 
same atthelower part of Saidspherical por 50 tion and extending downwardy therefrom 
in the form of an inverted cone, a concenr . 
trating ring, at the lower end of saidicone 
and a vessel suspended from said, concen 
trating ring. , . 
i 3. An air ship comprising agas envelop 

a bag of canvas orother suitable material and a tapering downwardextension there 
maybe used of similar form to the net and 
Serving to receive the water when it is im 
mersed therein, thereby anchoring the ship 
in position by the resistance of a bag to be 
drawn through the water. When it is de 
sired to weigh anchor, the rear end of said, 
bag will be raised by drawing on the rearca 
ble, the forward cable 74 beingislacked at 
the same time, So that the bagis e?ptied of water and rises readily from the Surface. 

| A. dynamo indicated at 76 may be pro 
vided for charging the storage battery 62 
aforesaid and for furnishing electricity for 
light and power where required. The anten 
nae for the electrical receiving and discharg 

i ing conductors may consist of a metal cable 

30 
out, as shown. 
having its ends expanded by being frayed 

Seweral of the fueltanks filled with water 
for ballast may be suspended from the air 
ship at different elevations, so asto bepicked 
up successively from a body of Water, and * * 

|-the exhaust of Said gas engine and with an. i thereby maintaining the ship at a definite 
35 
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level. * 
What I claim is: 
1. An air ship comprising a gas envelop, 

having its upper portion spherica? in form 
and a tapering downward extension there 
from and a protectingfiexible casing Secured 
to Said g?s envelop at the lower part of 
said spherical portion and extending down 
wardy therefrom in the form of an inverted 
(3016. | - r - " 

2. An air ship comprising 
haying its upper portion spherical in form 
and a tapering downward extension thère 

a gas envelop 

to Said gasenyelop at the lower part ofsaid, spherical portion andextendingdownwardly 
therefrom in the form of an inwerted cone, 

cordage, an engine for propelling Said ves: 
sel; and nieans for conducting the heated 
exhaustgases from said, engine into the space 
tion of the gas. envelop. | . - . 
4. Anaifship comprising a g?senyelop 

having it? upperportion spherical in form, 

?ured to said gasenvelopat the lower part 
of Said spherical portion and extending 

| downwardlytherefrom in the form ofanin 
|verted cone, Said flexible Casingbeing pro 
vided withflexible suspending means, aves 
sel suspended from the Said suspending 
means, a gas engine for propelling said ves 
sel, a heater provided with a connection tö 

| atmospheric Supply connection whereby, a 

betweensaid Casing and the depending por 

55 

having its upper, portion spherical inform 
from and a protectingflexible casing Secured 

60 

a vessel suspended from said Cone-shaped 
633 

763 
and a tapering downwardextension there from, and a protecting flexible casing'se 

73 
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quantity of atmosphere isheated by the heat 
from thegas engine exhaust, and means for 

| forcing such heated atmosphere into the 
space between Said Casing and the ga? en velop. : 

my hand at Los Angeles, Califór?ia, this 
30th day of March, 1910. ' 

i THADDEUSS. C. LOWE. 
. In presence of . . , 

ARTHUR P. KNIGHT, 
| FRANKL. A. GRAHAM. 
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; Intestimonywhereof, I have hereuhtose" 


